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ABSTRACT
This study aims to investigate the relation between budget communication, final authority and negotiation on budget setting which analyzed by Agency Theory. This research used 2x3 between subject experimental design of budget communications and final authority treatments. The results of this study show that less slack is created when budget proposal requires a factual assertion, but it’s not when manager not requires factual assertion. Meanwhile, in final authority condition, manager creates budget slack more when they have final authority than owner’s authority. This study show an evidence that there is no significant interaction between budget communication and final authority in creating budget slack. Additionally, this study finds that negotiation can influence manager’s performance although it’s measured by budget slack or output of production. Negotiation can reduce budget slack. The performance test (which is measured by ability of manager to make product) show that as a whole is not have difference significantly. Meanwhile, for budget slack show that slack in No Factual Assertion treatment is higher than Factual Assertion treatment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Participative budgeting have some benefits which is good to organization, one of them is to improve manager’s creativity, responsibility, and reach larger goal congruence (Hansen and Mowen, 2009). Besides giving good benefits, the existence of participative budgeting also trigger some problems in budgeting. One of the problems is give opportunity to managers to make diffuseness of budget (Slack). Manager oftentimes submit budget which include slack, that is underestimation of capability production or overestimation at the expense and resource on budget proposal (Dunk and Nouri, 1998). Besides of them, manager can play budgeting games in the effort for the manipulation of goals and information utilize to reach bonus as high as possible. (Komalasari et al, 2003)

In agency theory, the existence of budget participation can decrease information asymmetry between principal and agent so that can improve “honesty” on managerial reporting (Evans et al 2001; Rankin et al 2008 and Church et al 2012). Manager as nearest party with resources, have information which is more than principal (Usman et al, 2012) and unhappily not all manager can communicate their privat information honestly.

There are two parties who will take choice in budget setting. They are manager who will act as agent and owner who will act as supervisor and party. For that, important to know categorically who is have the power to take decision. On the other side, participative budgeting is a negotiation process between manager and owner (Fisher et al, 2000; Komalasari et al. 2003). Owner have a valuable opportunity to get private information from manager. So, at the same time participative budgeting not only give opportunity to owner but also give opportunity for manager to make budget slack during budgeting to increase the resource allocation (Gallani et al, 2015).

Most of related studies of budget participation (Waller et al, 1998; Rankin et al, 2008; Church et al, 2012; Gallani et al, 2015), set budget unilaterally. Though in practice, the process of budget setting in most organization is using pass-through process between superior and subordinat. This process is called “negotiation”.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
2.1. Setting and Incentives
This research provide manager with private information about their own performance capability (from pre-test and training). The dyads set production budget by either (1) a unilateral decision of one party or (2) a process of negotiation between two parties. Our unilateral budget-setting conditions include budgets established by manager and budgets established by owner which have been examined in previous research. Besides it, in negotiation conditions, one party proposes a budget and the other party either agrees to the budget or makes a counter offer. In budgeting process, subject in conflict condition. To creat conflict in this experiment with the following compensation contracts which suitable from previous research in Fisher et al 2000.

2.2. Hypothesis
This study used base assumption in agency theory which expressing that a manager has “private” information about area which is becoming manager or agent responsibility (Baiman, 1990). By using agency framework, participation on budget-setting is enable low manager (subordinat) to explain their private information.

Dunk and Nouri (1988) in their review study on budgetary slack, argue that one of the causes of the slack is asymmetry information. The asymmetry information is a condition where one party has more information than the other superior (Usman et al, 2012). Under ideal conditions, the subordinate have more information than superior. However, in practice, companies implemented the participation of the budget that would allow superior to get private information which it’s held by the subordinate (Hansen and Mowen, 2009).
Thus, there will be a transfer information from subordinate to superior, it’s called the communication. The communication may be generate a reliable or bias information is depends on how the subordinate frame the the budgeting process. Rankin et al (2008) provide evidence that the budget which provides a factual assertion, create lower slack than doesn’t require factual assertion in their budget communication.

H1(a) : When managers have final authority in budget setting, slack will be less when budgeting requires a factual assertion than when it does not requires a factual assertion.

In budget-setting, whether superior or subordinate has the final authority also has an influence on the framing of the subordinates. As has been mentioned in the framework of agency theory, which assumes that the manager and owner have different preferences in the achievement of their objectives. For that, when manager or owner has a power to issue a decision, then it will affect the mindset and attitude of each party.

H1(b) : When budgeting does not require a factual assertion, slack will be less when owners have final authority over budget approval than when managers have final authority.

H1(c) : The decrease in slack associated with budgets requiring a factual assertion will be less when owners have final authority over budget approval than when managers have final authority.

Previous studies related to budget participation have a lot of support for the allegations stating that the budget participation positive effect on the budget slack with or without the moderating variables (Waller et al, 1998; Rankin et al, 2008; Church et al, 2012; and Gallani et al 2015). These studies defined condition that the budget set unilaterally by manager or owner. When the superior has the final authority to set final budget, the tendency is subordinate does not approve the budget at a superior level unless they are confident to achieve it.

H2 : The amount of budget negotiations when the managers make the initial offer is lower than when the owner who made the initial offer.

Knowingly or not, the superior know that the subordinate has the economic incentive to do anything that is not useful (disutility) than helpful behavior (utility) in the work activity (Fessler, 2003). This study focused on the slack caused by the deliberate underestimation of revenues and production capabilities to accomplish the task budgeted (Dunk and Nouri, 1998). The process of setting the budget used is negotiationed and determined unilaterally by one party (Owner or Manager). The research hypothesis related to the final budget is as follows:

H3(a) : When owners have final authority, the budget which set by negotiation is lower than when owners unilaterally set the budget.

H3(b) : When managers have final authority, the budget which is set by negotiation is higher than when managers set it unilaterally.

When owner set a budget unilaterally (non-negotiation), they do not have the opportunity to obtain information from managers on their performance capabilities. This is reflected in the phenomenon that budgets tend to be set on a subordinate’s performance capabilities, so that commitments subordinate to the budget is low. The direct impact of the decline in organizational commitment is the decline of budgetary slack and subordinate performance than when the budget is set through negotiations.

H4(a) : Slack when the owners have final authority in negotiations is smaller than when budget set in non-negotiation.

H4(b) : The manager’s performance is higher when the owner has the final authority in negotiations than when managers set budget in non-negotiation.
Viewed from the perspective of the agency, this information asymmetry motivate subordinates to provide misleading information (bias) of their production capabilities. 

H5 : There are differences in the amount of the budget gap created by a manager in a state of no factual assertion, and the conditions there are factual assertion.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
3.1. Subjects and Experimental Task
Subjects for the budgeting experiment were 138 undergraduate student in Accounting of Trunojoyo Madura University who have done or enrolled in management accounting, and they were divided in eight treatments based on class availability. Participants act as manager and owner who separated in different class. Those conditions were (1) Manager unilaterally set budget, (2) Owner unilaterally set budget (3) a negotiation process where owner have final authority (4) a negotiation process where manager have final authority. The research design for this study is adapted from setting that used in several study in budgetting and negotiation (Rankin et al, 2008 and Fisher et al, 2000). But, for budget-task this study is adapted from Nugrahani and Sugiri (2004)

3.2. Measured
FORECAST is the manager’s performance estimate of the item they could correctly made in four minutes. Subjects made this estimate after production training session. BID and COUNTER are the initial budget proposal and the initial counteroffer, respectively made in the negotiation process. BID is first offer about production target in four-minutes which is made by parties who have final authority. COUNTER is counteroffer from parties who got first counter. FINAL BUDGET is the last target which is setting by unilateral or final decision about target in four-minutes. BUDGET SLACK is measured as FORECAST minus BUDGET. PERFORM is the number of plane items manager correctly made in the work session.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Effect of Budget Communication
H1(a) predict that when manager holds authority over the budget, slack will be less when communication requires a factual assertion than when communication does not requires a factual assertion. Mean slack in the Manager’s Authority/No Factual Assertion treatment is (-3.6) and (-0.3) in the Manager’s Authority/Factual Assertion treatment. The null hypothesis of equal mean slack under both forms of budget communication treatments is rejected in favor of less slack in the Manager Authority/Factual Assertion treatment (t= 6.325 and p = 0.000). It means that the hypothesis 1(a) is supported.

4.2. Effect of Budget Approval Authority
H1(b) maintains that when budget communication does not require a factual assertion, slack will be less in owner has final authority treatments than when the manager has final authority. The independent t-test results showed that mean slack in Manager’s Authority/No Factual Assertion is (-3.6) but only (-0.909) in the Owner Authority/No Factual Assertion treatment. It means that budgetary slack differ significantly between two budget communication conditions (t= 5.358, p <0.000). This results showed that when Owner has final authority over budget was less then when manager has final authority. This finding supports H1(b).

4.3. Interaction between Budget Authority and Budget Communication
Hypothesis 1(c) predicts that the decrease in slack associated with budgets requiring a factual assertion will be less when owners have final authority over budget approval than when managers have final authority. In manager authority treatments, slack decrease from (-3.6) when communication does not require a factual assertion and (-0.3) when a factual assertion is required.
Conversely, in the owner authority treatments, slack decrease from (-0.09) when no factual assertion and (3.25) when factual assertion. The results of an ANOVA analysis, indicate an insignificant interaction between Final Authority and Budget Communication (t = 0.001, p <0.979) although the results showed that main effect either Final Authority or Budget Communication have a significant effect to budgetary slack ( FA : t= 20.872, p<0.000) , BC : t = 18.472, p<0.000). Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference is rejected in favor of a greater difference in the Manager Authority treatments (t= 2.4, p<0.029). This finding does not support H1(b) althoug it is consistent with the idea that formal authority has a crowding effect on the intrinsic motivation to behave honestly.

4.4. Effect of Budget Authority in Negotiation
Hypothesis 2 predicts that the amount of the final budget when the manager makes the initial offer is lower than when the Owner who made the initial offer. In this study, researchers conditioned the party who has the final authority are parties to the initial offer. The independent t-test results showed that there are significant differences between the manager’s budget and the owner’s budget in negotiation treatments either in No Factual Assertion or Factual Assertion. In factual assertion conditions (t= -3.515, p<0.007) and No Factual Assertion (t= -2.882, p<0.018).

In the other several test of this hypothesis showed that final budget had significantly differ between two budget-setting conditions. First, when owner have final authority, in factual assertion conditions (t= -1.678, p<0.111) and No Factual Assertion (t= -3.648, p< 0.002). Second, when manager have final authority, in factual assertion (t= -1.852, p<0.08) and No Factual Assertion (t= 2.973, p< 0.008). Generally, this findings support H3(a) and H3(b).

4.5. The Effect of Negotiation in Budget Final
Hypothesis 3a states that budgets set through a negotistion process where owners have final authority will be lower than budgets set unilaterally by owners. Comparing owner’s initial budget negotiation proposals to the budgets owners set unilaterally provides evidence that BUDGET is 6.6 when owners unilaterally set it, and BID is 8.8 when owners make the initial budget proposal and have final authority in factual assertion conditions. This difference is not significant (t= 1.730, p < 0.118) and in No Factual Assertion treatments there is not significant differences between BID and BUDGET (t= 2.236, p < 0.05). Thus, H3(b) predict that budgets set through a negotistion process where managers have final authority will be greater than budgets set unilaterally by managers. The independent t-test results showed that there are significant differences between BID and BUDGET either in No Factual Assertion or Factual Assertion. In factual assertion treatments (t= -3.515, p<0.007) and No Factual Assertion (t= -2.882, p<0.018).

4.6. The Effect of Negotiation in Performance
Hypothesis 4(a) predict that when owners have final authority, negotiations slack is smaller than when budget set unilaterally (non negotiation). The results of independent t-test showed that slack in negotiation did not significantly differ with slack non negotiation only on the factual assertion treatment (t= 1.730, p<0.118). That results support Hypothesis 4(a).

Hypothesis 4(b) predicts that manager’s performance when owner has the final authority in negotiations is higher than when managers set budget unilaterally. The t-test results showed that the performance did not significantly differ between two budget-setting conditions or for all
treatments. First, when manager has final authority: (1) Factual Assertion (t= -0.986, p< 0.343) and (2) No Factual Assertion (t= -1.455, p< 0.163). Second, when owner has final authority: Factual Assertion (t= -0.825, p< 0.335) and No Factual Assertion (t= 2.209, p< 0.043). These results do not support the hypothesis 4(b).

4.7. Budgetary Slack on Budget Communications

Based on hypothesis test analysis, it is known that it is basically the performance of managers have significant differences when manipulation of the communications budget. The results show that the value of F table 8.873 with a significance of 0.000 (far below 0.05). It can be concluded that the hypothesis 5a supported and significantly supporting research Fisher et al (2000) and Komalasari et al (2003).

5. CONCLUSION

The results of this study, first this study provides evidence that less slack is created in budget proposal requires a factual assertion, but it’s not when manager does not require factual assertion. Support for this hypothesis would provide evidence that honesty serves as an intrinsic control on slack creation (Rankin et al, 2008). Meanwhile, in final authority condition, manager creates budget slack more when they have final authority than owner’s authority. This result is consistent with the results from Rankin et al (2008) and Fisher et al (2000) who found formal controls such as the superiors imposing their final authority over budget negotiations reduce the subordinate’s willingness to put effort into a productive task. Additionally, this study show an evidence that there is no significant interaction between budget communication and final authority in creating budget slack.

Second, this study finds that negotiation can influence manager’s performance although it’s measured by budget slack or output of production. This results suggest that when evaluating different budget-setting processes, companies should not base their decisions solely on budgetary slack because slack is only one economic consequence of budget setting process (Fisher et al, 2000). Third, this study also finds that the performance did not significantly differ between negotiation groups and non negotiation groups.
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